
  

            

            

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SYNTHETIC GRASS

TIGER MULCH

Age Range: N/A

Age Range: N/A

Product Code: N/A

Product Code: N/A

Free Fall Height: N/A

Free Fall Height: N/A

Surfacing Area: N/A

Surfacing Area: N/A

Play Symbols

Play Symbols

Specification

Specification

T: 01953 788991

T: 01953 788991

Minimum Space: N/A

Minimum Space: N/A

F: 01953 788992

F: 01953 788992

E: info@actionplayandleisure.co.uk

E: info@actionplayandleisure.co.uk

www.actionplayandleisure.co.uk

www.actionplayandleisure.co.uk

Tiger Mulch's Benefits

Tiger Mulch surface will not scuff out  or displace.

Huge cost savings because no major ground works needed.

Vastly reduced environmental impact – no ground works means no aggregates to be 

quarried, no transport of soil off site required, no edging required, 85% recycled 

material by weight.

 Helps solve the problem of what to do with used road tyres.

Very natural appearance.

Safe – impact absorbing and non-slip.

Solves the problem of winter mud baths and summer dust bowls.

No shrinkage problems when installed into grass.

Very tough – vandal resistant.

A Versatile Surface

Tiger Mulch makes a great, natural-looking, hard-wearing safer surface. However, it has 

many other uses.

Excellent, natural looking pathway surface (without the need for significant ground works).

Brilliant for tree pits: Tiger Mulch is totally porous and its resilience means that its surface 

does not crack as the tree grows.

Superb surface under trees or in other difficult to maintain areas. Know this problem? A 

place in your grounds that's a mud bath in winter and a dust bowl in summer? Tiger Mulch 

may well be the solution. Laid at 50mm thick Tiger Mulch will lift foot traffic off the soil, 

resulting in a cleaner surface with no mud and no dust. But its natural appearance will mean 

that most people won't even realise they're in the vicinity of a synthetic surface until they're 

actually walking on it!

Tiger Mulch can be used in conjunction with other surfaces – such as wet pour – to create 

imaginative and interesting areas.

Artificial grass is becoming a very popular surfacing under and around play 

equipment and with the addition of crash pads installed under the artificial 

grass most cfh's are taken care of. Soft, durable and ascetically pleasing this 

surface looks incredibly realistic.

Advantages of using artificial grass:

  •Looks and feels fantastic

  •Clean and safe

  •No mud, no maintenance

  •Durable

  •Installed by our expert workforce

  •Impact absorbing

Artificial grass is ideal as a surface in those 

awkward areas which usually turn to dust 

or mud, and it's great as an all weather 

surface around trees. 

Artificial grass can be laid straight on top of existing grass areas, providing 

that a geotextile membrane and a layer of sand are installed beforehand. 

However, please talk to us about poorly drained areas which may require 

some form of ground works as well. 

A turf cutter is used to remove grass and roots from the surface 35-50mm 

depth of sharp sand is then laid and compacted. This provides a drainage 

layer and levels out lumps and bumps.

A geotextile membrane is then laid and pinned down at regular intervals.

The artificial grass carpet is next.

At the perimeter the artificial grass carpet is attached to a timber edge.
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